ISC COMMITTEE FOR PARA-SKI

REPORT/AGENDA Open Meeting Para-Ski

1. REPORT/ INFORMATION:
   • **Composition of the Committee:**
     Chair: L. Michael EGGER AUT
     Deputy Chair: Martin GABLA CZE
     Members: Henny WIGGERS NED
              Ulf TINGNERT SWE
              Günter BERENDT GER
              Gernot RITTENSCHOBER AUT
              Mark POTAPOV RUS
              Kirill TYUPANOV RUS

   • **Last Para-Ski season 2020/21** was the second season in series no Para-Ski Competition took place. Had it been the weather which stopped our competitions in 2020, was it Corona in 2021.

   • **6th FAI European Para-Ski Championships and 9th World Cup of Para-Ski 2021, Tanay, Russia • 14th – 19th December 2021**
     This Plenary awarded FCE had not taken place in December, which was and still is not to the benefit of Para-Ski.
     Bulletin 1 was not published in time caused by the Organiser for reasons still to be investigated.
     The FCE will also **not take place in March 2022** as proposed by the Organiser because less than 4 NACS showed up to participate (SC5, 4.10(1))

   • **For this season 2021/2022**
     Three Para-Ski Competition (SCE) are announced for the World Cup Series:
     18th till 20th Feb 2022, SPICAK, Czech Republic
     04th till 6th March 2022, ASIAGO, ITALY
     01st till 3rd April 2022, St. Johann im Pongau, Austria
     Find updated news at [www.paraski.org](http://www.paraski.org)

   • Caused by the pandemic the **FAI World Ranking List for Para-Ski 2022** (white years) will be the same as the list from 2020

2. **Future WPCs, World Cups and other First Category Events:**
   • Bids are welcome for the
     ➢ 18th WPC in 2023
     ➢ 6th EC and 9th World Cup 2024

3. **Para-Ski Competition Rules:**
   • There are no rule changes proposed by the C’ttee, all is set fine in the CR 2021.

4. **Any other business**
   We are looking forward to receiving information and proposals ([isc-paraski@fai.org](mailto:isc-paraski@fai.org)) and we invite you to organize and join the activities of PARA-SKI.
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Only if we find nations organising para-ski competitions this discipline can survive.